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Anatomy teaching – a passion or a profession
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Abstract: Anatomy forms one of the basic sciences to cultivate academic knowledge and clinical experience. A
multidisciplinary approach is used to teach anatomy using both classical and modern approach. Such
integration of various methods of teaching enhances the student’s knowledge of anatomy and their clinical
experience. Also teachers should be sensitive to various problems faced by students relating to their experience
with cadaver, improving their conceptual knowledge and making anatomy learning a enjoyable experience
Human anatomy is an important course in the education of medical professionals. The curriculum of
anatomy course and different resources used for anatomy teaching helps in better understanding of the subject.
According to rules laid down by MCI 1997 the undergraduate student should know about preventive, curative
and rehabilitative aspect of medicine1. With new approach towards medical education, focus is more on holistic
approach of anatomy teaching.
Over the past few decades teaching of anatomy by dissection has decreased. Due to opening of many
new medical schools and lack of cadaver, anatomical dissection has been on decline. Though there is no
significant report about the poor performance of students in their exams, but there is concern about relative lack
of anatomical knowledge of students for clinical purpose.

I.

Dissection as a method of teaching

Dissection is a basic technique for undergraduate students to understand the basic concepts of anatomy.
The effectiveness of teaching human topographical anatomy to medical students been recognized for centuries2.
A way to improve student’s learning is to change the method of teaching and allow students to take active
participation. Oh CS etal3 have advised digital reporting of dissection by the students. They asked a group of
students to make a digital report of dissection and submit it to the authorities.This lead to active teamwork of
students in dissection.
Dissection also encourages students to confront the topics of death and dying. Many cases of students
fainting or getting hysterical have been reported when they first come in contact with cadaver. A small number
of students are not able to cope up with psychological aspect of working with cadaver and are severely stressed
for a long time4. Students are unable to express fear and ask for support. For this reason every medical school
should organize seminar and counseling to help students deal with cadaver and anatomical preparation.

II.

Intolerance to formalin

Active learning of anatomy by dissection has many benefits. Most of the anatomy teachers complain
about student’s lack of interest in dissection. One of the reasons reported by Naz S et al 5 is aversion to
formaldehyde smell. Formalin is a colorless irritant which gives out a pungent formaldehyde vapors and is
widely used in anatomy for preservation of cadaver. Students usually report symptoms of burning eyes,
shortness of bresth, headache and skin irritation on exposure to formalin. As preventive measure students should
be encouraged to use gloves and laboratory coats. Dissection halls should be well ventilated. Esima R etal 6 have
suggested thiel embalming as an alternative to formalin fixing. Thiel fixed specimens have more life visual and
haptic properties but is more expensive. There are many restrictions for it’s use for student’s dissection in
facilities with limited storage space and air circulation. Moreover thiel fixed specimens are not suitable for
histological preparations and thus more research work is required on thiel fixed specimens.

III.

Simultaneous sketching with dissection

The students actively involved in dissection have reported dissection as an active learning process in
comparison to didactic lectures on gross anatomy. Simultaneous sketching with dissection is a more interactive
learning technique for anatomy teaching. With every table in dissection hall a small blackboard should be
provided to teachers to encourage learning by sketching.
With the advent of powerpoint presentation, animation techniques and video imaging, sketching has
taken a back seat in anatomy teaching. Sketching helps students understand spatial relationship between
complex objects7. Therefore newer techniques of anatomy teaching should be integrated with sketching.
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IV.

3D anatomy learning

It is also essential for medical students to learn anatomy in three dimension. In medical schools
anatomical dissection should be integrated with diagnostic computed tomography radiology. Cadavers should be
scanned and then students should consult CT images during dissection to have a better understanding.
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